
“With the Rime Wall Lamp, we wanted to create a simple design 
with a glass shape, giving it a soft expression while making its 
top and pendant tube as subtle as possible. We were inspired by 
the shape of acorns for its subtle lines while hinting towards the 
shaded expression of ice and rime for the glass of the design, 
allowing for light to shine slightly through with a refined touch. 
The gentle shape of the light is complemented by its elegantly 
sturdy aluminum arm for a characterful contrast.” 
 
  — TAF Studio

Designed by TAF Studio

About the designer TAF Studio is a Stockholm-based design and architecture studio, founded by Gabriella Gustafson 
and Mattias Ståhlbom. The duo works within product and interior design.

Environment Indoor

Country of Production China

Preassembled Yes.

Description The Rime Wall Lamp brings an elegant perspective to the glass light through its semi-transparent 
glass that has been sandblasted for a refined expression. The design features a characteristic form, 
inspired by the shape of acorns, complemented by the geometric shape of its arm. The Rime Wall 
Lamp features a dimmability light source, allowing for its user to adjust the light intensity to their 
individual needs, be it in the home, a restaurant or a hotel room.

Material Mouth-blown glass shade. Wall bracket in aluminum, pressure die-casted and powder 
coated. 
 
Wall bracket in steel and chrome plated. PVC cord.

Cleaning & Care Clean with a moist cloth. If necessary use a little dish soap on the cloth. Always switch off electricity 
supply before cleaning.

Cord length 250 cm / 98.4"

Light source included Yes 

Dimmable function Yes.

Additional information TRIAC dimmer. 
 
The Rime Wall Lamp is made in a unique semi-transparent glass that has been sandblasted. 
Included in the box with the Rime Wall Lamp is a set of gloves that we recommend worn when 
mounting the design to care for the unique surface of the material. If the gloves are not worn when 
mounting the design, fingerprints might be seen on the surface of the design.

Installation The power cord of the Rime Wall Lamp can be routed backwards from the lamp through the 
mounting surface. Please note that the base of the lamp is smaller than a standard junction box and 
that the lamp is not designed for direct installation on the top of the junction box. When 
hardwiring, we recommend mounting onto a false wall, onto a headboard or using a trim plate. 
Please refer to local safety requirements for this type of installation.
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Dimensions Length:
Height:
Width:
Cord Length:

23 cm / 9.1"
16,2 cm / 6.4"
12 cm / 4.7"
250 cm / 98.4"

Ready-to-ship
White
Black
Grey
Orange

Lamp rating
Voltage 220 - 240V
Frequency 50/60Hz
IP Rating IP20
Classification Class II
Socket 1 x G9Max. 25 W

Light source 
specification

Item G9 Frosted LED
Watt 3W
Lumen 190 lm/W
Lumen Maintenance 20.000h
Kelvin 2.700K
CRI 90
Dimmable Yes

Energy Label
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Tests, Labels & 
Certifications Electromagnetic 

Compatibilty
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)

Safety & Regulations CCC
ECO Design Directive
Low Voltage Directive 2014/35 EU (LVD)
REACH
Regulatory Compliance Mark (RCM)
Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive (RoHs)
Waste of Electronic and Electrical Equipment (WEEE)
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